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Abstract. Developments in positron emission tomography (PET) technology have resulted in
systems with finer detector elements designed to further improve spatial resolution. However, there
is a limit to what extent reducing detector element size will improve spatial resolution in PET. The
spatial resolution of PET imaging is limited by several other factors, such as annihilation photon non-
collinearity, positron range, off-axis detector penetration, detector Compton scatter, undersampling
of the signal in the linear or angular directions for the image reconstruction process, and patient
motion. The overall spatial resolution of the systems is a convolution of these components. Of
these other factors that contribute to resolution broadening, perhaps the most uncertain, poorly
understood, and, for certain isotopes, the most dominant effect is from positron range. To study
this latter effect we have developed a Monte Carlo simulation code that models positron trajectories
and calculates the distribution of the end point coordinates in water for the most common PET
isotopes used:18F, 13N, 11C and15O. In this work we present some results from these positron
trajectory studies and calculate what effect positron range has on the overall PET system spatial
resolution, and how this influences the choice of PET system design parameters such as detector
element size and system diameter. We found that the fundamental PET system spatial resolution
limit set from detector size, photon non-collinearity and positron range alone varied from nearly
1 mm FWHM (2 mm FWTM) for a 10–20 cm diameter system typical for animal studies with18F
to roughly 4 mm FWHM (7 mm FWTM) for an 80 cm diameter system typical for human imaging
using15O.

1. Introduction

The recent interest in the development of high-resolution PET scanners for animal imaging
(Cherry et al 1996, Schmelzet al 1995, Seidelet al 1994, Watanabeet al 1995, Weber
et al 1995) motivates the question: what is the ultimate system spatial resolution that can
be achieved? The spatial resolution of PET imaging is limited by several factors such as
detector size, annihilation photon non-collinearity, positron range of the isotope of interest,
off-axis detector penetration, detector Compton scatter, undersampling of the signal in the
linear or angular directions for the image reconstruction process, and patient motion. Because
the overall resolution is a convolution of these components, when designing a high-resolution
PET imaging system it is important to understand that reducing detector element size alone
will produce only limited improvements in the resulting system spatial resolution.
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Of the components that contribute to resolution broadening, perhaps the most uncertain,
poorly understood, and, for certain isotopes and scanners, most dominant effect is from
positron range. Early experimental efforts (Phelpset al 1975, Choet al 1975, Hoffman
et al 1976) to measure the distribution of annihilation points for medically important positron
emitters in water were of limited accuracy since the detector resolution was comparable
to the ‘positron range’ effect of interest. Derenzo (1979) estimated this component by
measuring annihilation point spread distributions (a.k.a. ‘positron range blurring functions’)
in low-density polyurethane foam, where the annihilation point distributions are significantly
expanded, and in aluminium, where effects other than positron range dominate spatial
broadening. The deconvolved positron range distribution data were then fitted to an empirical
function, and the results were scaled by density to the water equivalent values using range-
energy relation data for electrons (Katz and Penfold 1952).

There are a few potential difficulties inherent to Derenzo’s approach:

(a) Because the attenuation of electrons and positrons (betas) in a medium is a complicated
function of the density and effective atomic number, among other parameters, it is difficult to
extrapolate measured range results from polyurethane to water by simple scaling with density.

(b) To determine the contribution of positron ‘range’ to the spatial resolution in PET,
it is the spatial extent of the annihilation point distribution that is important, rather than the
range or maximum extent which the range-energy relation data of Katz and Penfold (1952)
represent.

(c) The deconvolution process used to obtain the annihilation point distribution will result
in some loss of information inherent in the reported data.

(d) Effects such as Compton scatter and detector width can cause positioning errors in the
distribution measurement.

(e) It would be challenging to apply this method to the measurement of range distributions
from short-lived isotopes such as13N and15O.

Later, Palmer and Brownell (1992) evaluated the annihilation density distribution for
certain positron emitters through calculations based on a model which employs beta-decay
energy spectra combined with an empirical range formula, assuming that positrons behave
diffusively. Recently, Monte Carlo simulation studies of positron trajectories in water were
performed (Iidaet al 1986, Raylmanet al 1996, Rickeyet al 1991, Wirrwaret al 1997) with
the goal of evaluating potential PET spatial resolution improvements due to the presence of
high magnetic fields.

Our goal in this work is to develop a general model using the Monte Carlo method
based on the interactions that the positron undergoes when traversing a dense medium. For
the calculation of positron annihilation point distribution, the Monte Carlo approach has the
potential for high accuracy provided that the modelling performed incorporates sufficient detail.
This code (Levinet al 1997) will allow us to calculate any annihilation point distribution in
terms of only physical parameters of the positron emitter and the absorbing medium without
the use of empirical formulae and systematic assumptions. We then make estimates of the
fundamental limits on PET system spatial resolution expected with18F, 13N, 11C and15O
isotopes for various system design parameters such as detector element size and diameter.
Standard Monte Carlo code packages exist such as GEANT (CERN, Geneva, Switzerland),
ITS (Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM) and EGS (SLAC, Palo Alto, CA) that
are capable of calculating positron end point coordinate fluctuations. The main disadvantage
of these packages, besides their size and complexity, are that they were originally developed
to study higher-energy radiation processes, and may not be sufficiently accurate in calculating
charged particle trajectories involving energies less than 300 keV.
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2. Materials and methods

2.1. Effects included in the positron trajectory calculation

For beta particle energies in the range 104–107 eV, their deflection in matter is due almost
entirely to the elastic collisions with the atomic nuclei, while the energy loss, except that due
to bremsstrahlung, which is practically negligible for the positron energy ranges of interest,
results from the interaction with the atomic electrons. Therefore, it is possible to treat the two
phenomena separately, though of course they always occur together. It is also important to note
that for the energy range of interest in this work there is an insignificant difference between the
energy loss and multiple scattering of positrons and electrons (Rohrlich and Carlson 1954).

2.1.1. Multiple Coulomb elastic scattering from the nucleus: Moliere’s theory.In the
following development we have closely followed Bethe’s treatment of Moliere’s theory of
multiple Coulomb scattering (Bethe 1953). This theory described the scattering of fast charged
particles in a screened Coulomb field. Some of the same expressions and parametrizations used
in that article will be presented in this work and incorporated into the Monte Carlo calculation.

The probability that an electron of momentump and velocityv is scattered into the angle
θ and angular interval dθ after traversing a thicknesst in a material of atomic numberZ and
density of atomsN is given by

f (θ)θ dθ = λ dλ
∫ ∞

0
y dy J0(λy) exp[14y

2(−b + ln 1
4y

2)] (1)

wherey is a dummy variable,λ = θ/χc, andb is defined by

eb = χ2
c

1.167χ2
a

. (2)

χc is the angle parameter and characterizes the minimum single scattering angle that can occur:

χ2
c =

4πNte4Z(Z + 1)

(pv)2
. (3)

χa is the characteristic screening angle and is given in Moliere’s approximation as

χ2
a = χ2

0 (1.13 + 3.76α2). (4)

χ0 is the critical angle below which deviations from the Rutherford scattering law (with the
characteristic 1/θ4 form) become apparent because of nuclear effects. It is given by

χ0 = λ′

0.885a0Z−1/3
. (5)

α is the fine structure constant,λ′ is the electron DeBroglie wavelength anda0 is the Bohr
radius.

In the derivation off (θ) Bethe assumedχ0 � χc, which is true for reasonably thickt ,
but will fail for y of the order ofχc/χ0 ∼ eb/2. The quantity eb ∼ (χc/χa)2 is approximately
the number of collisions�0 that occur in the thicknesst of water atoms. By examining the
above formulae we see that, for example, in a low-pressure gas, Moliere’s theory of small-
angle multiple scatter breaks down. Moliere considered his model to be valid for�0 > 20
and when the parameterB (defined below)>4.5. In this work we found that in water at room
temperature, an 80 keV beta that travels a maximum range of 0.14 mm, has�0 ≈ 30 and
B ≈ 5; so we expect Moliere’s theory to apply. However, a 50 keV beta with a maximum
range of 0.06 mm in water has�0 ≈ 20, which is near the region where Moliere’s theory
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breaks down. So we expect there to be a discrepancy between theory and measurement below
50 keV.

Moliere evaluatedf (θ) for all angles by a change of variableϑ = θ/(χcB
1/2). B is a

constant defined byb = B − lnB. With these definitionsf (ϑ) can be expanded in a power
series inB−1:

f (θ)θ dθ = ϑ dϑ(f (0)(ϑ) +B−1f (1)(ϑ) +B−2f (2)(ϑ) + · · ·) (6)

where

f (n)(ϑ) = 1

n!

∫ ∞
0
u du J0(ϑu) exp

(
−u

2

4

)[
u2

4
ln

(
u2

4

)]n
(7)

with u = B1/2y. In the limit of large angles, the distribution function tends toward the
Rutherford single scattering law:fR(θ)θ dθ = (2/B) dϑ/ϑ3. The ratio of Moliere to
Rutherford scattering probabilities isR = f/fR = 1/2ϑ4(f (1) + B−1f (2) + · · ·), which gives
asymptotic expressions forf 1 andf 2. Together withf (0) obtained fromf (n) above we have

f (0)(ϑ) = 2 e−ϑ

f (1)(ϑ) = 2(1− 5ϑ−2)−4/5

ϑ4
(8)

f (2)(ϑ) = 16(ln ϑ + ln 0.4)

ϑ6(1− 9ϑ−2 − 24ϑ−4)
.

Forϑ > 4 (largeθ ) these expressions will be used in our simulation. Forϑ < 4 (smallθ ) we
will use the values in table II of Bethe’s paper (Bethe 1953) to determinef (1) andf (2).

In the simulation we will not use approximations tof (θ) for small and large values ofθ
since it is not a simple function for the entire angular range of interest. We will use rejection
techniques for generatingf (θ). If x andy are random numbers (both between 0 and 1), the
standard method is to generatef (x) and acceptx providedf (x)/f (0) < y. However, since
f (x) rapidly decreases withx, this method is inefficient. A better approach is to first generate
x in a trial functione(x) > f (x)/f (0). We acceptx providedye(x) > f (x)/f (0). The most
appealing choice fore(x) is a Gaussian. Note that although this technique of choosing the
distributione(x) improves the efficiency of generatingf (x) there will be a smaller range of
values ofx that will be accepted. Any error in the generation off (θ) would probably be due
to not using enough terms in the expansion.

2.1.2. Energy loss through inelastic collisions: excitation and ionization.Betas traversing
matter lose their energy through inelastic collisions with the atomic electrons, by which the
atoms are excited and ionized. Energy loss due to the emission of bremsstrahlung in the
Coulomb field of the nucleus will be ignored here due to the low probability of occurrence for
the positron energy range of interest (Siegbahn 1955).

The interaction of the incident betas with the atomic electrons in matter is characterized
by the fact that the energy transferred to the atoms per collision is very small. Even for
very high primary energies, excitation is more probable than ionization, and the resulting
secondary electrons have a mean kinetic energy of only a few eV. The total energy loss after
passage through a given thickness of matter is therefore the result of a very large number of
small energy losses. The average energy lost per distance traversed by an ionizing particle
in a material made of independent atoms and due to only inelastic processes (ionization and
excitation) is given by the Bethe–Bloch formula (Knoll 1989, Leo 1987):

dE

dx
= 4πr2

0
mc2

β2
NZ(A +B) (9)
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with

A = ln

(
βγ
√
γ − 1mc2

I

)
and

B = 1

2γ 2

(
(γ − 1)2

8
+ 1− (2γ 2 + 2γ − 1) ln 2

)
(10)

wherer0 is the classical electron radius,γ = (1− β)−1/2,N the number density of atoms for
the medium (water),Z the atomic number andI the average excitation potential of the medium
in eV (which forZeff < 13 is approximately (Leo 1987)I = 12Z+7= 94 eV for water, using
Zeff = 7.22). By studying the above formulae we see the value for dE/dx rapidly increases
as the electron slows down and therefore most of the ionization created in an electron track
will be towards the end. We also see that there is a nonlinear relationship between energy and
range for non-relativistic charged particles (betas with energy less than 200 keV) and due to
an energy spectrum peaked toward lower energies, a significant fraction of emitted positrons
travel less than 0.5 mm.

2.1.3. Hard elastic collisions: delta or ‘knock-on’ electrons’.Relatively hard electron–
electron collisions often cause the emission of energetic secondary electrons, commonly called
delta electrons. These delta electrons have the capability of producing further ionization. The
number of these secondary electrons of energyEδ emitted per unit distance and created by an
incident beta of kinetic energyT1, in a medium with electron densityNe, is given by (Ritson
1961)

Nδ(Eδ, T1) = W(T1)

E2
δ

(11)

where

W(T1) = 2πr2
0meNe

β2
(12)

in the units in whichh (Planck’s constant)= c (speed of light)= 1. This formula is valid
for Eδ � T1. However, since it is derived for relatively hard collisions we will impose a
lower energy cut-off of 50 keV, below which delta electrons are not produced. The decision
of whether or not a delta electron is ejected is made using rejection techniques based on the
above formulae. If a delta electron is produced, the energy of the incident electron becomes
T1 − Eδ. The energy, momentum and location of a delta electron produced are stored for
treatment in later iterations in the trajectory simulation, where the new particle is treated as
the incident particle. Delta electrons are typically more energetic than those that result from
ordinary inelastic collisions and may be ejected at large angles with respect to the positron’s
track. Thus, including delta electron production has the effect of, on average, increasing the
transverse dimension and decreasing the longitudinal dimension of a given positron’s trajectory
through matter relative to its direction of entry.

2.1.4. Energy spectra. In order to calculate the positron trajectories for a given isotope,
the correct energy spectra must be known. The end point energies of the18F, 11C, 13N and
15O positron spectra are 635, 970, 1190 and 1720 keV respectively (with corresponding mean
energies of 250, 390, 490 and 740 keV, and half-lives of 110, 20.4, 9.96, and 2.07 min).
Fortunately, these isotopes are allallowedor super-allowedbeta decays and the energy spectra
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have known analytical expressions (Wu and Moskowski 1966, Daniel 1968) which can easily
be calculated. The theoretical energy distribution is of the form

N(E) dE = gF(Z,E)pE(Emax− E)2 dE (13)

whereN(E) is the number of decays at energyE,g is a coupling constant,E is the totalβ energy
in units ofmc2,Emax is the maximum (end point) energy of theβ particle in units ofmc2, p is
the momentum ofβ in units ofmc,F(Z,E) is the Fermi function, andZ is the atomic number
of the beta decay daughter. The Fermi function takes into account the Coulomb interaction
between the beta and the daughter nucleus. A non-relativistic approximation forF(Z,E),
valid for allowedtransitions of lighter elements (Wu and Moskowski 1966, Daniel 1968) is

Fallowed(Z,E) = 2πη/(1− e−2πη) (14)

with η = −ZαE/p for positron decay, andα = 1/137, the fine structure constant. The
theoretical energy spectra for the four isotopes of interest are shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. Theoretical positron kinetic energy spectra for18F, 11C, 13N and15O (normalized to
have equal area under the curves).

2.2. The Monte Carlo calculation

The trajectory of a positron in water is best followed in terms of small track segments beginning
at the origin of the decay. The most obvious procedure is to allow the positron to traverse a
given thickness and then determine the energy lost after completing that step. However, due to
large values of dE/dx toward the end of a trajectory, the distance traversed for a given energy
step rapidly decreases in that region, especially for high-density media. Since this ‘step’ will
be used as the target thickness in the multiple scatter calculation, the assumptionχc � χa
(or>20 collisions) and, thus, the multiple scatter formulation could break down towards the
end region of a given trajectory.

Instead, we chose to generate the positron track by degrading the initial energyE0 in
small, fixed steps ESTEP� E0, and calculate the rangeR (in three dimensions) that the
electron must travel in order to lose ESTEP to inelastic collisions (ionization and excitation).
ThisR is used as the ‘track segment’ and target thickness in the multiple scatter formulae. The
energy step size used was approximately 3 keV. We then check to see if any energy degradation
processes other than excitation and ionization have occurred (delta electron production) as the
particle completes this step. If so, the initial energy is degraded accordingly, as described in
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section 2.1.3. The number of delta electrons created from a given incident positron, as well
as their locations, energies and momenta, are stored in various arrays and will be used in later
iterations that treat each of these new electrons as the ‘primary’ particle.

We then evaluateχc andB in the multiple scattering calculation usingR as the target
thickness in the formulae. The directionθ that the positron scatters into due to multiple
scattering is generated usingf (θ) as discussed in section 2.1.1, and the azimuth angleφ is
randomly generated between 0 and 2π . At the completion of this step, the positron coordinate
frame, in whichθ andφ are determined, must be rotated back to the fixed laboratory coordinate
system. The transformed angles together withR are then used to calculate the newx, y andz
coordinates of the particle. That is, givenR, θ andφ, we find the new location of the positron
after the given energy loss and length traversed in spherical coordinates. Starting from this new
position the next segment is treated in the same manner using the new energyE0-ESTEP. This
entire process continues until the energies of the primary and all of the energetic secondary
electrons produced are reduced to zero or untilχc/χa reaches a given value below which the
multiple scattering calculation is no longer valid.

Figure 2. Flow chart for the Monte Carlo simulation to calculate beta trajectories.

The flow-chart for this entire algorithm, written in FORTRAN, is shown in figure 2. For
the positron annihilation point distribution calculation the end point of the positron’s track is
found for each event simulated. We assumed point sources of18F, 11C, 13N and15O positrons.
To simulate 10 000 events (positron tracks) takes approximately 20 s on a VAX 4000.
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2.3. Experimental validation

For the experimental validation of the trajectory simulation, electron absorption measurements
were performed using a204Tl source (Emax = 765 keV), thin (125µm) plastic sheets, and
a 2.5 cm diameter, 1.5 mm thick CaF2(Eu) scintillation crystal coupled to a 7.5 cm diameter
photomultiplier tube. The advantages of using a204Tl electron source and plastic absorber
for the experimental validation are its simplicity compared to obtaining a positron point
source in water, its long half-life (3.8 years), and the absence of annihilation background
(and associated positioning errors due to Compton scatter and detector size). In principle,
for the energy range of interest, effects such as multiple scattering, ionization, excitation and
the production of delta electrons are independent of the magnitude of the charge of the beta
particle, and only the general shape of the input theoretical beta spectrum changes. With the
204Tl source at a fixed 10 cm distance above the detector, the plastic sheets were sequentially
stacked upon the detector, and the transmitted energy spectrum in the CaF2(Eu) was measured
(for a fixed acquisition time) versus the total thickness of plastic absorber. The maximum
range of204Tl betas in CaF2(Eu) is roughly 0.6 mm (Levinet al 1996) so that all electrons
hitting the crystal are stopped. Any background, non-beta-emitting ‘source’ effects, such
as from emitted x-rays from the aluminium source backing, were estimated and subtracted
from the measured spectra by acquiring a spectrum with the crystal shielded by a 6 mm
thick plastic absorber intended to shield only the betas. The results of these studies were
compared with those results obtained by simulating the corresponding experimental conditions
with the Monte Carlo beta trajectory code (Zeff (plastic)= 6.7, ρ = 1.1 g cm−3, similar to
the corresponding values for water). For beta absorption studies, the maximum extent is
relevant rather than the end point coordinate because the beta is likely to scatter backwards
towards the end of its track. This is due to the fact that the multiple scatter angle is inversely
related to the beta particle energy, and where the energy is lowest, the scatter angle is the
highest.

2.4. System spatial resolution factors in positron emission tomography

The spatial resolution is a three-dimensional parameter. It is common in PET to represent the
spatial resolution in its transaxial and axial components. In this paper, we are interested in
understanding the spatial resolution limitation projected in any given one of these directions
(designated below by an ‘x’) for a point source. We will refer to this physical quantity as the
‘spatial resolution". There are several independent components that contribute to the overall
point source spatial resolution attained in PET systems. We assume these blurring factors are
each isotropic in the transaxial and axial directions:

(a)Detector size. Since there is no information on where within a detector element a given
annihilation photon enters, the detector width in any given direction plays an important role
in the measured spatial resolution. Since theoretically the detector sensitivity to coincident
lines of response in any given directionx is maximum at the detector centre and falls off to
zero at the edge, this factorD(x) is modelled as a triangular response function (Hoffmanet al
1982) with its full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) equal to one-half the detector element
width: D(x) = w/2, wherew is the detector width in either the transaxial or axial directions.
It is noted that in order to obtain this ideal triangular shape, it is assumed that the point source
is near the centre of the scanner and the detector widthw is much smaller than the system
diameter (Hoffmanet al 1982).

(b) Annihilation photon non-collinearity. Because the centre of mass of the positron and
atomic electron system is not always at rest at their annihilation, in order to conserve energy and
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momentum, the annihilation photons created are not always 180◦ apart. The linear fluctuation
of this contribution in any given directionx is a 1D projection of a 2D blurring function, and
is modelled as a Gaussian distributionN(x) centred at the origin:N(x) = A e−x

2/2σ 2
, where

FWHM = 2.35σ = 0.0022ds (in mm), withds the system diameter (in mm) (DeBenedettiet al
1950, Moses and Derenzo 1993). The corresponding angular fluctuation is:1φ = 0.0044 rad
FWHM).

(c) Positron range. P(x), the positron annihilation point spread function (or positron
range blurring function) in any given directionx was found to be ‘cusp-like’ as calculated by
the Monte Carlo beta trajectory simulation. This spherically symmetric point spread function
was calculated in three dimensions andP(x) is the 1D histogram of this distribution. The
histogram bin size used is much smaller than the detector size since theoretically the true
positron blurring function is independent of detector size (the distribution exists independent
of the measurement parameters). We studied the shape of the positron range blurring function
in one direction (transaxial, for example) as a function of the dimension of acceptance in the
other direction (axial, for example). The resulting functions were all cusp-like with similar
shapes, but different areas under the curves. Thus, in the spatial resolution calculation, we
will assume the shape of the normalized positron range blurring function in one dimension
(transaxial, for example) is independent of the measurement parameters in the other dimension
(axial, for example).

(d) Detector effects. Intercrystal Compton scatter of annihilation photons (Levinet al
1997) and scintillation light multiplexing (Moses and Derenzo 1993) can be sources of
positioning errors. These effects can be compensated for in detector design (Moses and
Derenzo 1994).

(e) Depth of interaction. Detector penetration by annihilation photons originating away
from the PET scanner axis can lead to incorrect line of response assignment. Fortunately, this
effect can also be compensated for in detector design (Moses and Derenzo 1994, Caseyet al
1997).

(f) Source size and motion. We will assume a static point source of positron activity.

Thus, it appears that the unavoidable physical limitations of PET system spatial resolution
are due todetector element size, photon non-collinearityandpositron range. The positron
range effect depends on the isotope but is constant for all systems; the other two depend on
system parameters, but have the same contributions to the resolution blurring for all isotopes.
The overall PET system spatial resolution function for a point source,R(x), is an integral
convolution of the three main physical blurring functionsP(x),N(x) andD(x):

R = P ⊗N ⊗D (15)

or

R(x) =
∫ ∞
−∞

P(y)

∫ ∞
−∞

N(z)D(x − y − z) dz dy.

The calculation ofR(x) is performed for each of the four isotopes of interest. The three
distributions (P ,N andD) are normalized and have identical bin widths of 10µm.

3. Results

3.1. Experimental validation

The results from the beta transmission/absorption measurements were compared with those
from the corresponding simulations. Both the measured energy spectra, the data for electron
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Figure 3. Left: simulated electron trajectories in a plastic absorber from a204Tl flood source. Note
the expandedy-axis. Right: enlarged view within the grey rectangle in the left plot with correct
x–y proportions.

Figure 4. Distribution of204Tl beta ranges (maximum spatial extent in 1D) in plastic as a function
of plastic absorber thickness as calculated by the Monte Carlo simulation and as measured using
beta absorption/transmission studies.

beam attenuation with increasing thickness, and the overall maximum extent of the204Tl
betas (∼1.7 mm) corresponded well with that calculated from the electron trajectory Monte
Carlo. Figures 3–5 show these results. Figure 3 shows a two-dimensional projection of
225 simulated electron trajectories within a 2.5 mm thick, 1.25 cm wide slab of the plastic
absorber from a204Tl flood source. An enlargement of the data within the grey rectangle
is shown on the right. It is clear from these plots that scatter at small angles is dominant
along the beginning of the track. At higher energy the scattering involves primarily small-
angle deflections. The multiple scatter angle is inversely related to the beta energy, and
where the energy is lowest, the scatter angle is highest. dE/dx also rapidly increases as
the electron slows down. Thus, towards the end of the trajectory scattering at large angles
becomes more frequent, and the electron’s path begins to show more curvature (figure 3,
right).

Figure 4 shows a histogram of the distribution of the beta maximum spatial extent (‘range’)
for 400 000204Tl beta events calculated by the Monte Carlo superimposed on a plot of the
measured beta particle transmission as a function of absorber thickness (the two distributions
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Figure 5. Comparison between the calculated and measured energy spectra of transmitted204Tl
beta particles for four plastic absorber thicknesses.

are normalized to the same value). There is good agreement between the calculated and
the measured distributions for all absorber thicknesses studied, indicating that the physics is
adequately modelled in the simulation. In particular, the calculated maximum spatial extent
for all 204Tl betas is roughly 1.7 mm, and, indeed, a 1.7 mm thick slab of plastic absorber was
required to prevent any measured beta transmission to the detector.

Figure 5 shows the calculated beta transmission energy spectra for four different absorber
thicknesses plotted on top of the corresponding measured data (with background subtraction).
The calculation is consistent with the measurement down to roughly 50 keV. This discrepancy
may be due to (a) additional low-energy, x-ray background emissions from source effects that
were underestimated before their subtraction from the measured spectra, or (b) the breakdown
of the multiple scattering formulation for low-energy absorption as discussed in section 2.1.1.
The fewer lower-energy events derived from the calculation compared to the measurements
for energies less than roughly 50 keV means that the number of events that travel less than
∼0.1 mm will be slightly underestimated by the calculation.

3.2. Simulated positron trajectories

Figure 6 shows a two-dimensional projection of 100 simulated positron trajectories for an
18F point source in water. Near the end of any given positron track, large-angle scatter occurs
continuously within a small region with the result that the positron winds around quite abruptly
as it slows to a stop and a significant fraction of the total energy of that event is deposited near
the end of its track. Note the creation of delta electrons ejected at large angles to the track of
a few of the positron trajectories shown.
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Figure 6. Simulated18F positron tracks from a point source in water.

3.3. Positron annihilation point distribution

The end point is where the positron annihilates with an atomic electron and creates the two
511 keV photons. The distribution of the end points determines the contribution of the spatial
extent of the positron trajectory to the spatial resolution of a PET system. This section presents
the results of these calculations for18F, 11C, 13N and15O in water.

Figure 7 (left) shows a two-dimensional scatter plot distribution of the18F, 11C, 13N and
15O positron end point coordinates for 10 000 trajectories originating from a point location.
To the right of each figure is a one-dimensional histogram of thex-coordinates of the three-
dimensional distribution, which is relevant to the image spatial resolution in any given direction.
Due to the fact that a significant fraction of the events travel less than 0.5 mm as discussed
in section 2.1.2, the resulting shape of the positron end point coordinate distribution is ‘cusp-
like’ in shape. The data shown in figure 7 are presented with 100 bins/mm or 10µm bins,
which we considered to be adequate and appropriate sampling. The FWHM and FWTM give
a conventional measure of resolution blurring due to any given factor. We note, however, in
the case of a cusp-like function, that these parameters are somewhat dependent on the bin or
sample size and do not have a strict meaning (although below∼15µm bin size, this dependence
is not strong). The FWHM and FWTM values of the distribution are shown on the respective
figures. We note that the positive side of the cusp-like distributions could be fitted well to the
sum of two exponential functions (Derenzo 1979) of the form

P(x) = C e−k1x + (1− C) e−k2x x > 0 (16)

with the parametersC, k1 andk2 for the best fit given in table 1 for the four isotopes.
The central spike in each of the resulting distributions of figure 7 preserves some of

the high spatial frequency information of the signal (for better spatial resolution), although
more so for18F than for15O. In figure 8 we plot the modulation transfer function (MTF)
for the four distributions (positive frequency components only). We see that, as expected,
the end point distributions for the lower-energy sources contain a larger proportion of higher
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Figure 7. Left: calculated distribution of positron annihilation coordinates in water projected
onto a plane for18F, 11C, 13N and15O sources. Right: histogram ofx coordinates from positron
annihilation point distribution.

Table 1. Best fit parameters of equation (16) to the 1D distributions(x > 0) shown in figure 7.

18F 11C 13N 15O

C 0.516 0.488 0.426 0.379
k1 (mm−1) 0.379 0.238 0.202 0.181
k2 (mm−1) 0.031 0.018 0.014 0.009

spatial frequency components. However, low frequencies dominate the spectrum. For all
distributions, roughly 70% of the signal is preserved within a cut-off frequency of 20 mm−1.
Thus, when studying positron range effects on spatial resolution, FWTM should be considered
along with the FWHM values, especially for the higher endpoint energy positron sources.
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Figure 8. Modulation transfer function (MTF) (positive frequencies only) for the calculated18F,
11C, 13N and15O 1D annihilation point distributions of figure 7.

(a) (b)

Figure 9. Calculated blurring functions due to (a) positron annihilation photon non-collinearity
for 10, 20 and 80 cm diameter systems, and (b) finite detector element size for 1–5 mm widths.

3.4. Detector size and annihilation photon non-collinearity point spread functions

Figures 9(a) and (b), respectively, show the annihilation photon non-collinearity and detector
size response distributions for system diameters of 10, 20 and 80 cm, and detector element
(crystal) widths of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 cm. Large system diameters and coarse detector elements
will add significant blurring to the total system spatial resolution.

3.5. PET system spatial resolution components

Figures 10 and 11 give examples of the calculated spatial resolution components and their
convolution for 18F and 15O, the lowest and highest energy (and range) positron sources
studied. Figure 10(a) shows18F results for a 2 mmdiameter detector width and 20 cm system
diameter and figure 10(b) shows the case for a 4 mmdetector width and 80 cm diameter. The
combined system spatial resolutions are 1.4 mm FWHM (2.7 mm FWTM), for the former
system parameters and 2.9 mm FWHM (5.2 mm FWTM) for the latter. For the smaller
detector and scanner diameter sizes, the18F positron range and detector size effects dominate,
while for the large detector and scanner case, the non-collinearity and detector size dominate.
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(a) (b)

Figure 10. Calculated spatial resolution blurring factors and their combination for18F with
(a) 20 cm system diameter and 2 mm wide detectors, and (b) 80 cm system diameter with 4 mm
detectors.

(a) (b)

Figure 11. Calculated spatial resolution blurring factors and their combination for15O with
(a) 20 cm diameter system and 2 mm wide detectors, and (b) 80 cm system diameter with 4 mm
wide detectors.

Figures 11(a) and (b) show 15O functions for the same two configurations of detector and
scanner dimensions. The resolution results for15O are 2.3 mm FWHM (5.8 mm FWTM) for
the first case and 3.8 mm FWHM (7.4 mm FWTM) for the second. For the small detector and
scanner dimensions, the15O positron range clearly dominates, while for the second case, all
three components are important.

3.6. PET system design and spatial resolution

In figure 12, we plot the combined system spatial resolution as a function of detector element
width for18F,11C,13N and15O studies. Because the fundamental physical limits on PET system
spatial resolution are determined by positron range, photon non-collinearity and detector
element size effects, simply reducing the detector element size may not significantly improve
combined system resolution for all configurations.

4. Discussion and conclusion

We have developed a Monte Carlo simulation (figure 2) that calculates positron (or electron)
trajectories in dense media and validated the calculation with a comparison with beta
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Figure 12. Calculated fundamental system spatial resolution limits at FWHM and FWTM as a
function of detector element width for system diameters of 0, 10, 20 and 80 cm using18F, 11C, 13N
and15O sources.

transmission and absorption measurements (figures 3–5). For the energies of interest, beta
trajectories initially show only small deviations from the original direction, but as the particle
slows down, larger-angle scattering and energy loss causes the particle’s path to wind around.
The result is that a large fraction of the beta energy is deposited near the end of its track
(figure 3).

The ‘unavoidable’ physical limits of spatial resolution in PET are due mainly to positron
range, annihilation photon non-collinearity and detector element width. Positron annihilation
point distributions calculated from the simulation for18F, 11C, 13N and15O point sources in
water are ‘cusp-like’ in shape (figures 6 and 7). The positron range blurring function for15O
is over a factor of four wider at FWHM and FWTM than for18F due to the nearly three times
greater average positron emission kinetic energy (figures 1 and 7). The cusp-like shape tends
to preserve some of the high spatial frequency information (figures 7 and 8). However, the
long tails (low-frequency portion) of the distributions limit the spatial resolution attainable,
especially at FWTM (figures 7, 10, 11 and 12), causing the corresponding image to be blurred
severely. Thus, when considering positron range effects on spatial resolution, both FWHM
and FWTM are important. Fluctuations due to photon non-collinearity and detector size are
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nearly Gaussian and triangular in shape, respectively, and can cause significant blurring as a
function of system diameter and detector element width (figures 9, 10, 11 and 12).

A comparison with the positron annihilation point distribution results of Derenzo (1979)
is difficult to make. The bin size used was 10µm in our calculated distribution in water and
>5 mm in Derenzo’s (1979) measurements in polyurethane foam, and values of the FWHM and
FWTM are sensitive to the bin width for cusp-like functions. In addition, our calculation was
performed for an ideal point source, while the exact shape of the source described in Derenzo’s
(1979) paper was probably more disc-like. However, if we force a comparison we note that our
18F calculated point source value of 0.10 mm FWHM for the positron range blurring function
compares reasonably well with Derenzo’s point spread function value of 0.13 mm deconvolved
and extrapolated from measurements in polyurethane foam (Derenzo 1986; see table 1). The
calculated FWTM value of 1.0 mm, however, does not correspond well with the Derenzo
value of 0.38 mm. Our calculated11C values of 0.19 mm FWHM and 1.9 mm FWTM also
do not compare well with the corresponding values of 0.13 and 0.39 mm obtained by Derenzo
(1986, table 1).18F and11C positron sources have significantly different energy distributions
(see figure 1;Emax (

18F) = 635 keV,Emean(
18F) = 250 keV,Emax (

11C) = 970 keV,Emean

(11C) = 390 keV). Thus, it seems unlikely that these two isotopes could have essentially the
same FWHM and FWTM annihilation point distribution values.

We have calculated the overall system spatial resolution by convolving the three basic
fluctuation components with the following results relevant to scanner design for18F, 11C, 13N
and15O isotopes (see figures 10–12):

(a) 18F . For6 20 cm diameter scanners (typical for animal imaging system designs), the
FWHM and FWTM spatial resolution improves with smaller crystals, but there is no significant
resolution difference between scanner diameters until the crystal size is<1 mm. Decreasing
the detector element width below 1 mm will improve the system spatial resolution with the
fundamental limit of∼0.6 mm FWHM (1.8 mm FWTM) for an infinitely thin detector. For
an 80 cm diameter system the resolution improvement saturates below 2 mm crystal width (at
∼2.0 mm FWHM, 3.7 mm FWTM) since the response is dominated by photon non-collinearity.
All scanner diameters show improved FWTM spatial resolution with smaller crystals since the
positron range effect for18F is a relatively small factor. Note that for crystal size<1 mm
the 80 cm diameter FWHM resolution values are actually worse than the FWTM values for
smaller system diameters.

The 18F combined system response function examples shown in figure 10, with 2 mm
detector width, 20 cm system diameter and 4 mm detector width, 80 cm diameter, correspond
roughly to the UCLAµPET (Chatziioannouet al 1997) and the CTI (Knoxville, TN) HR+
tomograph designs respectively. The calculated18F point source resolution values reported here
for the first configuration are 1.4 mm FWHM and 2.7 mm FWTM in-plane. The corresponding
measured results reported from the UCLAµPET group are 1.5 mm FWHM and 2.7 mm FWTM
at the centre (Chatziioannouet al 1997), which compare well with the calculated values. The
calculated18F resolution values for the second case are 2.9 mm FWHM and 5.2 mm FWTM
in-plane. The corresponding reported values measured with the CTI HR+ scanner (Adam
et al 1997) of 4.5 mm FWHM and 8.1 mm FWTM do not compare well with the calculated
values. We believe the main reason that theµPET results compared well with the calculation
and the HR+ results do not is due to the fact that the signal in the former design at the centre
of the tomograph is adequately sampled (Chatziioannouet al 1997) and is not in the latter.
The inadequate sampling inherent in the HR+ is expected to add of the order of 25% to the
reconstructed resolution (Moses and Derenzo 1993). An extra blurring effect that is thought
to be present in the HR+ design and not in theµPET design is the so-called ‘block factor’
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(Moses and Derenzo 1993, Adamet al1997) due to the inherent light multiplexing in the PET
block detector design. This hypothetical factor is expected to add a Gaussian contribution
of roughly 2 mm FWHM (3.7 mm FWTM). With this new factor added in quadrature to
the calculated value and the undersampling factor of 1.25 taken into account, the modified
calculated resolution values are roughly 4.4 mm FWHM and 8.0 mm FWTM, which compare
well with the measured values.

(b) 11C. Similar conclusions for18F are also true for11C except the system resolution
values are worse and the FWTM values do not improve as drastically with narrower crystal
widths due to the larger positron range blurring effect. The fundamental spatial resolution limit
for infinitely thin detectors is∼0.9 mm FWHM (2.8 mm FWTM) for animal systems (620 cm
diameter), and∼2.3 mm FWHM (4.5 mm FWTM) for human scanners (80 cm diameter).

(c) 13N . The same basic conclusions also hold except, due to a larger positron range
blurring effect, the FWHM resolution values are even higher and the FWTM values are less
affected by crystal size. The latter result is also true for the 80 cm system at FWHM using
13N. The fundamental spatial resolution limit for infinitely thin detectors is∼1.0 mm FWHM
(3.5 mm FWTM) for animal systems (620 cm diameter), and∼2.5 mm FWHM (5.0 mm
FWTM) for human scanners (80 cm diameter).

(d) 15O. Same as for13N, except with even worse resolution values. Note that for higher-
energy isotopes the difference between the FWHM and FWTM values increases for all system
design configurations, and the 80 cm diameter resolution values are less affected by crystal size
due to the dominance of positron range effects. For human imaging system design (∼80 cm
diameter), if significant15O imaging is expected, then a detector element width of 3–4 mm
will allow nearly optimal spatial resolution of roughly 3.0 mm FWHM (6.5 mm FWTM). For
animal PET systems (620 cm diameter), smaller detector elements improve spatial resolution
with the fundamental spatial resolution limit of∼1.6 mm FWHM (5.2 mm FWTM) (compare
with 0.6 mm FWHM (1.8 mm FWTM) for18F).

Finally it should be noted that using smaller detector elements in PET system design
with the goal of improving system spatial resolution may not always be advisable. Sensitivity
issues are equally important and the required signal-to-noise ratio per image pixel should be
considered as well.
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